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1. Introduction

In ophthalmology today, laser photodisruptors are used besides laser photocoagulators. Photocoagulators transform light energy into heat energy, causing microcauterisation of tissue. Photodisruptors act non-thermally by controlled cutting of the unwanted tissue, causing microexplosions. The most frequently used photodisruptors are Neodymium YAG, Holmium YAG and Erbium YAG lasers. They differ by type of the active crystal. The laser beam of these lasers is highly coherent, low-divergent, which enables it a high precision. It is used as a microscalpel to cut optical membranes and tissues.

Meyer-Schwickerath was the first to describe the laser beam transmission through optical media. Photodisruptors such as Nd-YAG laser work by principles of the optical “breakdown”. Laser beam energy is brought to as small focal point as possible, thus achieving a high energy density with a strong destructive effect. In the focal point there occurs a microexplosion with disruption of electrons from their nuclear orbits. This free floater is known as electronic plasma. The electronic plasma is able to absorb any further energy entering the eye in the same focal point. This significant feature of the protective plasma prevents damage to the eye structures beyond the protective plasma formation, i.e., conduction of the destructive effect outside the focus. Inside the protective plasma, the temperature is 15,000 ºC with a high pressure, so the plasma expands in concentric waves, “shock waves”. In about 150ns after the “optical breakdown”, it is possible to biomicroscopically see air bubbles as a sign of collapse and pressure equalisation inside the wave with atmospheric pressure. The “shock wave” is accompanied by an acoustic wave that is sometimes audible.

Two methods are used in the Nd-YAG laser beam production: “Q-switched” and “mode-locked”. The former compresses energy in a single „nanosecond” pulse, and the latter produces a series of ”picosecond” pulses. In the “mode-locked” method, we have
a low energy power of single pulsations, while in the “Q-switched” method, pulse energy is higher at the same energy level. The “Q-switched” technology produces chiefly pulses whose main effect is mechanical – buckling. This is photodisruption, i.e., tearing of atoms with energy shocks. The effect of this method is creation of energy in the pipe being let through in short impulses, and during the still interval energy is kept, accumulated and enhanced, so that each impulse has a very high performing power.

Figure 1. Q-switched pulse;

Figure 2. Mode-locked pulse train

The Nd-YAG laser beam causes damage to the tissue in the form of craters in the fields of vaporisation. The crater edges are carbonised, then towards the edges there follows the coagulation necrosis area, and at the far periphery the oedema area.

Erbium-YAG laser has found a broad application in aesthetic plastic microsurgery of eyelids, in blepharochalasis, ectropium, and ptosis. Multifocal Erbium-YAG laser systems have a multiple use in ophthalmology, in the cataract phaco surgery, vitrectomy and sclerectomy.

It is also used in dermatology for dermoabration for the skin rejuvenation.
2. Nd-Yag laser in ophthalmology

Modern cataract microsurgery with implantation of intraocular lenses is inseparable from the Nd-YAG laser microsurgery. The microsurgery of glaucoma and problems of the posterior segment also imply the use of Nd-YAG laser. Application of Nd-YAG laser:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>with cataract in</th>
<th>anterior capsulotomy</th>
<th>posterior capsulotomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removal of pigment from the anterior surface of IOL</td>
<td>discission of secondary cataract and membrane synechiolysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cutting of corneal sutures after the cataract surgery or cheratoplastica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>with corneal diseases</th>
<th>dendritic ulcers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>microabscesses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>with glaucoma</th>
<th>transscleral cyclophotocoagulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iridectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sphinterectomy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>with the vitreous body</th>
<th>anterior vitreoretinal traction and membranes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1. Clinical application of Nd-YAG laser in ophthalmology

2.1. Nd-Yag laser posterior capsulotomy

The most frequent practical application of Nd-YAG laser is in posterior capsulotomy and discission of secondary membranes in aphakic (conditions after the cataract surgery), and pseudophakic (conditions after the cataract surgery with implantation of intraocular lens into the anterior or posterior eye chamber) of the eyes.

The surgical technique of intraocular lens placement is important for the development of posterior capsular opacity. The intraocular lens placement itself, manipulation with the iris, and lens contact with the posterior capsule may be a cause of accumulation of pigment on the lens anterior surface and development of opacity. Also, the lens implant size, its shape
and the type of material of which it is made have a significant impact on the development of secondary cataract. Posterior lens capsular opacity develops through the migration of epithelium from the remaining parts of the anterior lens capsule, proliferation of the remaining epithelial cells of the anterior pole of lens and lens fibres. Through their metaplasia, myofibroblasts are developed, forming folds, reticles, uneven membranes which are difficult to see biomicroscopically; they do not significantly affect visual acuity. If epithelial cells accumulate in the form of round, uneven, pearl-shaped opacity - Elschnig’s pearls - then such opacity reduces significantly vision. There may be also some other causes of opacity of the posterior lens capsule: remaining parts of the lens cortex intraoperatively and after incomplete aspiration. Masses can incorporate between the implanted lens and posterior capsule. Also, the remaining parts of the lens nucleus, blood cells in hyphema, pigment cells of the iris and ciliary body may accumulate on the lens or posterior capsule. Low-virulent, slow-growing, still bacterial colonies such as Propionibacterium acnes may settle in the posterior capsule field and look like ordinary opacity. If we mistake them for normal capsular opacity and perform the laser capsulotomy, we have opened a path for bacteria into the vitreous body, which can result in the occurrence of endophthalmitis.

Figure 3. Posterior capsular opacification

Postoperative posterior capsular opacity leads to a fall of visual acuity. Patients complain of blurred images, they see things as if through “gauze or a sieve”. In the first postoperative year, opacity occurs in 83% patients and from the second to the fifth years in 50% cases. The Nd-YAG laser posterior capsulotomy is a routine technique with which we resolve the problem. With the laser beam we make the “fenestra” opening on the posterior capsule through which light beams reach the retina without obstruction and form a clear image of an object.
Prior to the intervention itself, it is necessary to examine the patient’s visual acuity, take intraocular pressure, examine biomicroscopically capsular opacity, direct and through the procedure of retroillumination of the capsule itself and the retrolental space. Opacity of the posterior lens capsule may be measured echographically, and the quantitative measuring “in vivo” with the Scheimpflug photographic computer system. The intervention is performed on the pupil dilated to the maximum, in the darkroom, with the surgeon’s prior adaptation to the dark, with optimal enlargement on the biomicroscope, with the optimal light intensity, on the dilated pupil. The patient has to cooperate with the surgeon, keep still on the apparatus and follow the instructions from the surgeon in moving the eyes. The procedure is performed under local anaesthesia, by means of condensing Abraham or Peyman YAG planconvex contact lens for the posterior capsulotomy. Such lenses concentrate the laser beam to the smallest possible focus. At the same time, they immobilise the eye in restless patients. The angle of the incoming convergent laser beam depends on technical possibilities of the apparatus and it is selected by the surgeon. According to Eisner’s discussions, the widest incoming angle, with the smallest focal point (mark), and clear focusing produce the clean beam, with the highest energy concentration in the focus and the smallest energy dispersion in the cornea or retina. The most frequently used capsulotomy techniques are Seaman’s, which imply the knowledge of quality and thickness of opacity:

a. the „vertical opening” technique from 12 o'clock position to 6 o'clock position is applied in posterior capsular opacity;

b. the „cross-shaped“ technique when horizontal cutting is performed by vertical opening from 9 o'clock position to 6 o'clock position;
c. the „concentric spreading” technique from the periphery to the centre, in abundant secondary;
d. the „fragmentation” technique with the widening of opening edges in fibrous membranes.

Figure 5. „Seaman’s” capsulotomy techniques

Although the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy is a non-invasive technique, efficient, painless, practical, easily-applicable, cost-effective, with fast recovery, today the method of choice, it is necessary that the laser surgery be performed by a well-trained, educated and experienced ophthalmologist. Only with the expertise and ethics of the laser surgeon can complications be avoided and reduced. All complications are a result of correlation of the laser action, methodological errors in performance and the condition of the eye. Use of the
Nd-YAG laser beam can lead to certain unwanted complications on the anterior and posterior poles of the eye.

On the anterior segment, we usually have: damage to the corneal epithelium, corneal perforation, damage to the intraocular lens, dislocation of the intraocular lens, changes of intraocular pressure, development of iritis, and hemorrhage into the anterior chamber.

On the posterior eye segment, the following complications can develop: rupture of the anterior hyaloid membrane, prolapse of the vitreous body into the anterior chamber, retinal rupture, cystic macular oedema, retinal detachment, retinal bleeding, macular fibrosis, macular rupture, and rarely endophthalmitis.

2.2. A jump of intraocular pressure

We have transient increase in IOP in 50-97% laser-treated patients after the posterior capsulotomy. Numerous investigations have shown that the highest jump takes place in the first four hours, and in the first 24-48 hours it returns to normal, stays increased by 5 mmHg respectively in the first week. In some cases, the increased IOP may stay on for two or three months. The IOP maximal values after the laser capsulotomy are 50-60 mmHg.

Transient IOP increase after the Nd-YAG laser posterior capsulotomy is explained by the mechanical obstruction of the trabecular exhaust system with the posterior capsular residual particles, inflammatory cells, and high-molecular soluble proteins of the lens. An increased secretion of the ciliary epithelium is considered to be a cause of extended intraocular hypertension as a consequence of the “shock” wave effect. Also, according to Terry AC’s opinion, there is a significant effect of prostglandins on the blood-aqueous barrier, which results in increased production of ocular water. The IOP jump is more frequent in the aphakic eye than in the pseudophakic eye. A higher IOP jump was proved in the lens implant into the anterior chamber compared to the eyes with the lens in the posterior chamber, or fixed to the iris. Glaucoma patients have a higher IOP jump compared to non-glaucoma patients.

2.3. Corneal damage

The laser beam, going through the cornea, may cause corneal oedema or perforation, usually unintentionally, due to the bad focusing or use of too much energy. The cornea absorbs 6% Nd-YAG laser energy, lens 15%, the vitreous body 36%. Capsulotomy causes a loss of endothelial cells of the cornea from 0 to 7%, but this loss does not decompensate the cornea.

Corneal damages are a consequence of the mechanical destruction and a heat effect of the linearly and non-linearly absorbed laser energy. Corneal epithelisation is completed in the first 24 hours. Corneal oedema may occur as secondary due to the increased IOP, or may be caused by exacerbation of inflammatory processes of the anterior segment after the YAG laser.
2.4. Iris haemorrhage

As a consequence of damage to the delicate iris blood vessel by the laser beam during posterior capsulotomy, we can have bleeding in the anterior chamber with a slight pain. Incidence of this complication ranges from 1% to 3%. A slight pressure of the contact lens onto the cornea usually stops bleeding.

2.5. Damage to the intraocular lens

During posterior laser capsulotomy, damage to the intraocular lens may occur in 5% to 40% cases. They are usually recesses, fissures, cracks, lattice, and bursts of stellar shape. These damages affect visual acuity, especially if centrally located. They produce various visual effects, usually in the form of blinding glare, which affects the normal vision. The lens damage depends on individually and totally used energy, impulse duration, number of impulses, and the kind of the IOL material. Polymethylmethacrylat (PMMA) lenses may endure bigger energy without damages, and they are crater-shaped. Silicon lenses have damages in the form of smooth stratification.

2.6. Dislocation of the intraocular lens

Upon the Nd-YAG laser posterior capsulotomy, the IOL shifts to the vitreous body. The implanted lens shifting is monitored by measuring the depth of the anterior chamber with
ultrasound biometry. It is a dislocation of 25μm (from 9 to 55 μm) with SD 13. It is difficult to prove the effect of dislocation on visual acuity as capsulotomy is followed by improvement of visual acuity.

2.7. Rupture of the anterior hyaloid membrane

Rupture of the anterior hyaloids membrane occurs as a complication after the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy in 19% cases, which enables a prolapse of the vitreous body into the anterior chamber.

2.8. Prolapse of the vitreous body into the anterior chamber

We usually notice this complication three weeks after capsulotomy within the scope from 1.5% to 16%. Herniation of the vitreous body may cause an increased intraocular pressure. There are reports by the authors who, within a four-year period after intervention, do not find an increased IOP. Shifting of the vitreous body forward increases a danger of occurrence of macular oedema, retinal ruptures, and retinal detachment.

2.9. Retinal ruptures

After the laser posterior retinal capsulotomy, the number of retinal ruptures increases. The number, type and location of retinal ruptures are characteristic. They are asymptomatic, round, atrophic retinal ruptures observable usually a month upon capsulotomy, with incidence of 2.3%. The possibility of rupture occurrence is twice as big in laser-treated compared to non-laser treated eyes. Atrophic round retinal ruptures are more numerous than u-shaped ones. They occur in all meridians, including the macula, too. They may be isolated or within peripheral degenerations. They are chiefly localised in the upper temporal and nasal quadrants.

2.10. Retinal detachment

Occurrence of retinal detachment and retinal ruptures is statistically significantly more frequent in the eyes on which laser posterior capsulotomy was performed. Retinal detachment incidence after laser capsulotomy varies from 0.08% to 3.6% or 13% respectively, depending on the sample. Multiple studies have shown that post-laser retinal detachments occur more frequently in younger males. Risk factors, such as myopia, lattice degeneration, anamnesis of existence of retinal detachment on the other eye, and complicated surgeries, demonstrably increase the number of retinal detachments after capsulotomy. Retinal ablation development is influenced by tissue ionization and formation of gaseous “plasma”, which then expands accompanied with the “shock and acoustic” wave. After the laser incision of tissue, we have a condition of a latent stress which further disintegrates the structures. All the three mechanisms act simultaneously, and the extent of destruction of the tissue around the optimal “breakdown” area depends on the laser pulse total energy, time of occurrence, and
duration of electronic plasma, and the “shock” wave action. It is believed that the passage of the laser beam through the vitreous body and its “shock” and “acoustic” wave cause significant biochemical changes in the vitreous body. Animal experiments prove penetration of the physiological barrier, processes of depolymerisation of hyaluronic acid, liquefaction and separation of the vitreous body, and all this activates processes of vitreoretinal proliferation; as a consequence we have the occurrence of retinal ruptures and retinal detachment.

2.11. Cystoid macular oedema

Cystoid macular oedema incidence after the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy varies in different authors from 0.5% to 4.9%. Oedema develops in first six months after the laser capsulotomy. Occurrence of cystoid macular oedema is related to the hyaloid membrane rupture, intraocular lens damage and a short time interval between the cataract surgery and laser intervention. Diagnosis is usually established on the basis of ophthalmoscopic finding and an unexpected fall of vision. Fluorescein angiography shows the flow of the contrast into the macular area. Fine and Brucker proved that cystoid macular oedema is a liquid which from perifoveolar capillaries pours via the damaged endothelium and accumulates in the plexiform, Henle’s layer. The laser beam passing through optical tissues releases prostaglandin and leukotriene from the iris, which triggers a change of permeability of parafoveolar capillaries.

2.12. Macular rupture

After the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy, we can have macular ruptures as a consequence. They are observable as early as 24 hours upon capsulotomy, and in the period from 10 to 21 days. They occur unilaterally more frequently, but there have been reports about bilateral occurrence as well. Macular rupture is almost always associated with other complications such as: a jump of intraocular pressure, prolapse of the vitreous body into the anterior chamber, macular haemorrhage, and occurrence of cystoid macular oedema. It manifests with a sudden fall of vision, appearance of central black spots and paracentral scotoma. They may create difficulties with recognition of colours.

Post-capsulotomy macular rupture occurs as a consequence of several mechanisms: thermal damages, mechanical disruptions, “optical breakdown” which leads to blood vessel bursts of the retina and chorioidea, thus causing subretinal, intraretinal, and vitreal bleeding. The third mechanism is the “shock wave” responsible for the occurrence of a series of changes in the vitreous body leading to the separation and ablation of the vitreous body. As a secondary effect, there occurs contraction of the perifoveolar vitreous body creating tangent tractions. They are considered to be a cause of macular rupture occurrence.

In most cases the macular rupture closes spontaneously within a period from three weeks to six months, and visual acuity improves significantly. Recently third-degree Gass macular ruptures are resolved surgically by vitrectomy with interior tamponade. After vitrectomy the macular rupture closes and visual acuity improves.
2.13. Macular fibrosis

After the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy, macula bleeding may follow. Blood resorption is accompanied with formation of preretinal and retinal fibrogliosis bands and membranes which can be filled with abnormal blood vessels. Occurrence of macular fibrosis, after the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy, is statistically significant. Macular fibrosis significantly reduces visual acuity and it is followed with metamorphopsia. It is confirmed by ophthalmological examination, fluorescein angiography, and fundus microphotography. Histologically, macular fibrosis is made up of: cells of retinal pigment epithelium 51%, astrocytes 29%, fibrocytes 14%, and myofibroblasts 7%. With the epiretinal peeling technique within vitrectomy, preretinal membranes are removed. This technique requires the surgeon’s enormous experience, and it gives significant results in the sphere of central visual functions.

2.14. Other photomacular damages

After the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy, photomacular damages have incidence from 7% to 20%. Most photomacular damages appear asymptomatically or with a minimal symptomatology due to their frequent extrafoveolar location. They may manifest as macular haemorrhage, subretinal, intraretinal, and preretinal bleeding, or as semi-ruptures. Sometimes bleeding may occur in the vitreous body, which significantly reduces vision transiently. Despite big, visible, semi-ruptured macular changes, the condition may be almost fully repaired after the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy.

2.15. Endophthalmitis

After the Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy, there may develop endophthalmitis. It develops from the fifth day to the sixth week after intervention. Proved causative agents are Propionibacterium acnes and Staphylococcus epidermis all-present, saprophyte bacteria with a low degree of pathogenicity. They are found in the normal conjunctival flora. Propionibacterium acnes is gram-positive, anaerobic, producing lipolytic enzyme which serves as a trigger of inflammatory processes. During the extra-capsular cataract extraction with lens implantation, bacteria are brought into the eye. The Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy is an activating factor, a trigger for the development of the anterior uveitis, which then spreads into panuveitis, endophthalmitis respectively. Formation of the fenestra on the posterior capsule, often on the anterior hyloid membrane as well, opens the path for bacteria from the anterior to the posterior ocular chamber, i.e., into the middle and posterior parts of the vitreous body. Diagnosis is confirmed by the characteristic ophthalmological picture, i.e., positive cultures of ocular water and vitreous body. The ocular water culture grows in nine days, while the vitreous body culture is earlier and more frequently positive.

Research has shown that the most common complication is a jump of ocular pressure, then damage to the intraocular lens, anterior hyaloid membrane rupture, bleeding in the anterior chamber, retinal rupture, and macular fibrosis.
Development of complications is significantly affected by a total of applied energy, number of pulsations, individual pulse energy, and opening diameter made during capsulotomy. To prevent complications, the suggested optimal pulse energy is up to 2.0 mJ, total applied energy of 200-300 mJ. The optimal size of the opening made on the posterior capsule is 4 mm.

**Figure 7.** Endophthalmitis after Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy

### 3. Neodymium Yag laser iridectomy

Nd-YAG laser is used as an alternative treatment to the classic iridectomy in primary glaucoma of the closed angle, pupillary block, and secondary glaucoma of various mechanisms of origin. Intervention is performed under local anaesthesia, in artificial myosis provoked by 2-4% pilocarpine. Abraham or Goldmann lenses are used. A total to be applied is from 1 to 12 mJ, usually from 3 to 5 mJ through 1-10 applications. The most common location is the central part of the iris on the basis of the iris crypts in the upper nasal quadrant in the 10:30 meridian, or the upper temporal quadrant in the 1:30 meridian. Studies carried out on a larger sample point to a successful iridectomy in 99% cases. After 1-2 hours intraocular pressure falls. The use of corticosteroid drops is suggested in the postoperative period. Upon the Nd-YAG laser iridectomy, there may occur complications described earlier in the chapter on posterior capsulotomy.
4. Nd-Yag laser on the posterior segment

Within diabetic retinopathy, the Valsalva retinopathy, or a sudden rupture of arterial retinal aneurysm, premacular haemorrhage may develop with a sudden loss of vision. According to the accepted opinions, such condition could be observed, waiting for spontaneous haemorrhage resorption. Vitrectomy with premacular haemorrhage aspiration is certainly a more effective method. Today membranectomy with the double-frequency Nd-YAG laser is offered as an alternative therapy.

![Figure 8. Preretinal haemorrhage](image)

By this intervention, we drain haemorrhage and speed up blood resorption. Immediately upon the laser intervention, vision improves significantly. So today the Nd-YAG laser membranectomy, in premacular haemorrhage, occurs as a non-invasive alternative method to vitrectomy, due to the good results it achieves. Within proliferative diabetic retinopathy with vitreoretinal proliferation, Neodymium-YAG laser may be used to cut adhesions located in the central and posterior vitreous. Prior to that, bases of such proliferations may be ensured by placing argon laser barriers. We can have adhesions in the anterior vitreous body as well; we see them after cataract operations complicated with the vitreous body
prolapse and development of iridicyclitis. In these interventions, special Peyman lenses are used for the middle and posterior vitreous.

5. Erbium-Yag laser

Erbium-YAG laser has also found its application in ophthalmology in phaco surgeries. Micropulse laser waves break up blurred lenses, which is followed with aspiration of the broken up and fragmented masses. The laser beam, in this surgery, is an alternative to the ultrasound wave. Erbium-YAG laser, which is introduced by means of special endo-probes into the bulbus, is used in sclerectomy and vitrectomy.
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